
WRITE A C PROGRAM TO IMPLEMENT PRIORITY QUEUE USING ARRAY

This C program implements the operations of the priority queue. Here is source code of the C Program to implement
priority queue to add and . Next Page - C Program to Implement Depth First Search Traversal using Post Order C
Programming Examples on Arrays Â· C Programming Examples on.

Design a data structure that supports min and max in constant time, insert, delete min, and delete max in
logarithmic time by putting the items in a single array of size n with the following properties: The array
represents a complete binary tree. Empirically compare the performance of 2- 4- and 8-way heaps. If the heap
order is violated because a node's key becomes smaller than one or both of that node's children's keys, then we
can make progress toward fixing the violation by exchanging the node with the larger of its two children.
Design a k log k algorithm to find the kth smallest item in a min-oriented binary heap H containing n items.
We will charge k links to each node at height k, but not necessarily the links on the path taken when sinking
the node. Provide priority queue implementations that support insert and remove the maximum, one for each
of the following underlying data structures: unordered array, ordered array, unordered linked list, and ordered
linked list. By convention, we will compare keys only with a less method, as we have been doing for sorting.
Find the maximum is constant time. All operations should take constant time in the worst case. Which priority
queue implementation do you think would be most effective: heap, unordered array, ordered array? We add
the new item at the end of the array, increment the size of the heap, and then swim up through the heap with
that item to restore the heap condition. Note that the maximum value is stored at the root and the minimum
value is stored at one of the root's children. Most of the work during heapsort is done during the second phase,
where we remove the largest remaining items from the heap and put it into the array position vacated as the
heap shrinks. Randomized queue. Hint: look for a number than can be expressed as the sum of two squares in
several different ways. Solution: if the key in the node is greater than or equal to x, recursively search both the
left subtree and the right subtree. Unordered array. Heapify by insertions. Note that no link is charged to more
than one node. We will not modify H. Other applications of priority queues are found in long term scheduling
of jobs processed in a computer. The basic data structures that we discussed in Section 1. Suppose that your
application will have a huge number of insert operations, but only a few remove the maximum operations.
When using a heap for the priority queue, we obtain heapsort. It is particularly convenient, however, to use a
complete binary tree like the one below. Empirically compare the performance of 2- 4- and 8-way heapsort.
Perhaps the simplest priority queue implementation is based on our code for pushdown stacks. Add up n
floating-point numbers, avoiding roundoff error. Focusing on the task of sorting, we abandon the notion of
hiding the heap representation of the priority queue and use swim and sink directly. Random process. Difficult
to analyze complex queueing networks mathematically. Suppose that you fill an array of length n with a
random permutation of the integers 1 to n. In each step the triangle from the split queue with the highest
priority is split, or the triangle from the merge queue with the lowest priority is merged with its neighbours.
No easy way with linked lists to locate a random element in O 1 time. A key at height k can be exchanged
with at most k keys beneath it when it is sunk down. Instead use simulation to plot distribution of waiting
times, etc. The algorithm assigns each triangle in the terrain a priority, usually related to the error decrease if
that triangle would be split. Example: words in Shakespeare's play Hamlet with s approximately equal to 1.
Sinking a node of height k requires at most k exchanges. There are n!


